
Regarding TecnoCampus 
TecnoCampus is located in Mataro, approximately 40-45 minutes by train from the 
center of Barcelona or 30 minutes by bus. The school is right in front of the ocean, 
which for me was a great plus.  
However, TecnoCampus did unfortunately not live up to my expectations. Primarily 
when studying in Spain you have to account for siestas, I however did not expect 
them to be so extensive. Every day I had one class at 08:00 and another at 18:00, 
resulting in a lot of train riding back and forth since I lived in Barcelona. 
 
The courses that were offered in English were unfortunately on a very low level, 
because the local students were on their first semester meanwhile I was on my forth. 
Also there were very few of them, in fact there was too few. I didn’t manage to take 
the 30 ECTS that you are required to take, because the few coursed in English that 
existed where scheduled at the same time.  
However, SBS was very helpful with finding solutions so that I could stay.  
 
The international affairs at TecnoCampus were very kind and helped with all the 
paperwork, which was highly appreciated. Of course language barriers sometimes 
occur, most of the e-mails sent out by the university were in Catalan, but nothing 
Google Translate couldn’t fix.  
 
Quality of teaching  
I took three courses (due to lack of availability) and only one of them had actual 
value. Some of the teachers had a hard time admitting when they where wrong and 
none of the teachers used the course literature appointed to the course. One of my 
teachers actually referred to a blog that he had written himself, through out the entire 
course.  
If you are looking for an easy semester, this is the place! I got by with only attending 
class and not having to study at home.  
 
Orientation & welcome program 
TecnoCampus organized a welcome day with an information package, containing the 
schedule and other useful information for the semester.  
The orientation was not so beneficial for me who being a business student, because 
they mostly showed us different studios, labs and other high-tech equipment. I 
thought that they would show us where we would have our classes or where the 
exams were going to take place but that was clearly not a priority.  
 
They arranged a pizza party where we got a chance to mingle with other international 
students and local students, which was nice. They talked about the buddy program, 
and if you were interested you could sign up on a list. Since I didn’t live in Mataro it 
was hard for me to participate, but I had no trouble finding other people to study with 
or just spend time with.  
 
Housing 
The school had a lot of recommendations for rooms or apartments. However they 
were quite expensive and most of them were located in Mataro. If you want to live in 
Mataro I would recommend using other sites or contacts, it will be a lot cheaper.  



As I mentioned before I lived in Barcelona, something I would highly recommend! 
The school also offered assistance in finding housing in Barcelona but they too were 
quite expensive so I decided to search on my own.  
There is a website called Idealista, that I can recommend. They have listings for both 
apartments and rooms from private people and agencies. If you book with an agency 
you have to expect an agency fee that you wont get back also they want at least one 
or two months rent in deposit. You have to be careful and watch out for fake 
agencies that are re-posting already existing listings and asking for money in 
advance. The prices vary from area to area but just to give an example an 40m2 
apartment in the center will cost around €800-900.  
You can also try AirBnb for housing, however don’t book long-term right away. I 
arranged my housing through AirBnb myself; first I booked a room for 3 nights and 
then contacted the landlord privately to discuss a monthly fee instead of a per/night 
fee. I ended up renting a 3-bedroom apartment located in the Clot area for 
€1400/month, I stayed with two other girls I found online on the Facebook page 
“Svenskar I Barcelona”.  
If I could change my housing location I would have rather lived closer to the center, in 
Born or Gothic but Clot worked because it was closer to the train to school.   
 
Life in Barcelona 
Barcelona is hands down the best city I have ever been to! The city offers everything 
for a low cost compared to Sweden. There are supermarkets almost everywhere and 
also bigger groceries stores in every neighborhood. Eating and drinking out is quite 
cheap and there are so many amazing restaurants and bars. “Casa Lolea” in Born is 
one of the best restaurants I went to during my stay. I can also recommend “Crepes 
al Born” if you are looking for some delicious cocktails.  
 
Barcelona has an amazing culture and there are a lot of places worth seeing. 
Sagrada Familia, Park Güell or Montjuic is just a few of them. Spending your 
Sundays in Parc de la Ciutadella or down in Barceloneta is wonderful and so 
beautiful. The beach is one of my favorite features with the city, either Barceloneta or 
the lesser-crowded beach Nova Icària.  
I also enjoyed learning the Spanish language and the locals were very friendly and 
helpful. The people from Catalunya are very protective of their culture and city but as 
long as you treat them with respect they will treat you with respect.  
 
Getting around the city is easy, you can walk almost everywhere but if you want to 
you can take the metro or bus. They run with short intervals and a 10 trip card costs 
only €10. Before I arrived to Barcelona everyone warned me about pickpockets, 
maybe I was lucky but I was never robbed, but of course it never hurts to be careful. 
 
Spending a semester in Barcelona is definitely one of the best things I have done in 
my life. Even though the school was a disappointment the overall experience was 
amazing. I met some amazing people, got to know an amazing city and got 
memories I will carry forever.  
 
If you have any questions you can send me an email on 
Stephanie.bangman@gmail.com  


